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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
www.eastgrinsteadsociety.org
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being to
the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn make are
worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, walks and visits. It produces this Bulletin of articles of
local interest and a Newsletter thrice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was
well received as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and promotes citizenship education in local
schools. It has held exhibitions, planted trees, restored the churchyard railings and martyrs' memorial,
and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street. It has also produced surveys of trees,
seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of victims of enemy action in
Mount Noddy cemetery (now superseded) and historical guide-maps in the High Street, and presented
seats in memory of leading former members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has published a
book of reminiscences, sets of postcards reproducing old photographs, three town trails (one of them
also in French) and leaflets on the local martyrs and on Mount Noddy and Moat Pond. With the Town
Council it established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is a registered charity (no.25 7870) and belongs to the Federation of Sussex Amenity
Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; the
larger the membership the greater the influence. The subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on 1 January
(except by those joining on or after 1 October). By signing a Gift Aid form standard-rate income tax
payers can increase its value at no cost to themselves. Persons wishing only to receive the Bulletin can
do so at a special rate of £5 per calendar year, payable in advance to the Editor (address on cover).
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OFFICERS, 2010-11
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EDITORIAL
Another new subject for our pages, cricket, and two new contributors, our members Mr John Scott and
Miss Angela Cole, welcome in themselves and making it unnecessary for the relieved editor to do little
more than fill in the spaces, thanks also to another specialised piece from the ever-reliable Mr David
Gould.
COVER PICTURE: Charles Payne (1832-1909), a member of an East Grinstead family of county
cricketers who are the subject of an article on pp.5-13 below (from the front cover of The Cricket Field,
no.91, vol.4, 29 June1895).
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Apart from assessment of 'The commercial developer and the town'
by the Chairman, Cedric Hartland, our Newsletter 33 (April 1986) contained only reports of meetings,
instructions for a study visit to Wren churches in London to be led by Mrs Doreen Yarwood, and details
of the current exhibition at the Town Museum, 'Forest Row'. Newsletter 34 (July 1986) gave members
'a glimpse of what is being attempted in their name about trees in and around the town' and the usual
routine reports and notices. Bulletin 40, the only one for the whole year, broke new ground in being the
first index number, covering all personal names in nos 1-39 and our High Street report of 1969.
AS OTHERS SAW US (43): 'The kindness and the friendship that the people of East Grinstead have
shown to myself and other Guinea Pig Club members for more than forty years. I cannot properly
describe the pleasant feeling I have when I enter the town after a long absence, but I enjoy it. Just
thinking about the place and its folk has helped me through some rough passages and I believe others
could say the same.' - John Hawksworth, Beeston, Notts, letter in East Grinstead Courier, 19 Dec.

1985.
AS WE SAW OURSELVES (33): To mark its golden jubilee in
1954 East Grinstead Urban District Council resolved on an official
coat of arms, to replace both the borough seal of five feathers
granted in 1572 and the rose and crown 'assigned' in the 18th
century. Suggestions were invited for the heraldry and for a motto.
Several voices urged incorporating the feathers and/or the rose
and crown. Other suggestions included allusions to Ashdown
Forest, the iron industry, and (with a 'flying pig'! [? guinea pig])
the hospital. From the 33 mottoes submitted the council chose
Coram herbas praesto, understood as 'surrounded by green
steadings I proudly stand', but Garter King of Arms responded that.
it literally meant 'I am outstanding among plants'. Of his
alternative latinisations of the intended meaning, Pratis praesto
virentibus was adopted, literally 'I stand out among flourishing
meadows', reflecting the hilltop site of what was still perceived as a
country town proud of the features of its history imaged in the coat
(Forest, iron industry, assizes, Greenwich meridian, feathers, roses
and crown).

THE SURREY SIDE: ANOTHER RALLY

D.J. Turner

I hope that people with initials other than M.J.L., A.G.D. or D.J.T. aren't beginning to find this
boring, but there are one or to points in A.G.D.'s reply (2010-11) to my response (20 10) to A.G.D.'s
first essay (2010) which seem to need further discussion. I will keep it short.
Firstly, I don't think I threw novel, let alone revolutionary 'light' on the Domesday Survey, even
in an ironic sense. It is well known in Surrey that our southernmost parishes and manors were
inadequately treated by the Domesday Commissioners and we are extremely jealous of the extra detail
available to students in Sussex. A.G.D. asks how we can go about distinguishing 'estates' omitted from
D.B. The only answer is 'with difficulty and extreme caution', and largely using retrospective analysis:
the monastic estate at Lingfleld is a case in point. The problem is certainly one of a 'tall order', as it
remained in post-D.B. times (cf. English and Turner 2004).
I am sorry that A.G.D. was upset by my interpretation of his words with regard to the D.B.
population of Lingfield. Clearly a misunderstanding on my part. I know A.G.D. didn't mention
transhumance; I threw that in because it is a bit of an obsession of mine at present and it seemed
relevant. It is thought by some parties that many permanent settlements in the Weald originated as
centres of transhumance.
With respect to the Surrey-Kent boundary, I have been working on this vexed question for some
time. The present boundary seems to have been fixed before 1066, but there was a time when it was
subject to dispute and change and what it was at any point of interest has to be argued. My possible
misuse of 'permeable' referred to the post-1066 boundary, and I meant that there is quite an amount of
evidence for Wealden woodlands on the Kent side having at one stage been held by estate centres on
the Surrey side - possible a relic of a time when Kentish authority extended further west. I don't know
of similar cases between South-East Surrey and Sussex: perhaps A.G.D. can correct me. There is some
sign, however, of holdings in South-West Surrey being linked to West Sussex, albeit with the
connections running in the opposite direction.
REFERENCES
Dyson, A.G. 2010 'Recent advances in the early history of East Grinstead', E.G. Society Bulletin 100, pp.7-1 2
-, 20 10-11 'Early East Grinstead: a view from Surrey reviewed',E.G. Society Bulletin 102, pp.4f.
English, J. and Turner, D.J. 2004 'Medieval settlement in the Blackheath hundred [of Surrey]' in J. Cotton et
al. (eds), Aspects of archaeology and history in Surrey, pp.103-11
Turner, D.J. 2010 'Early East Grinstead: a view from Surrey', E.G. Society Bulletin 101, pp.4-7

34-40 HIGH STREET (Bulletin 102, pp.7f.): While I think wine would have stored well in these

underground cellars [p.8], and of course did, I think money or valuables would have been upstairs in the
main house. I saw coal/grain stored in Steyning attics (though this in the 17th century) - a cellar may
have been more vulnerable to theft than an attic. Though the well-built stone vaulted wine cellars must
have had good security too, as wine would have been a tempting prospect to a thief I am sure.
(Dr) Janet Pennington
ST MARGARET'S ORPHANAGE RECORDS have been deposited in the West Sussex Record

Office at Chichester.
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THE CRICKETING PAYNES OF EAST GRINSTEAD

John Scott

I inherited a love of cricket from my father, who was a Vice-President of East Grinstead Cricket
Club and served on the committee of the Sussex County Cricket Club in the 1950s. Ijoined Sussex as a
schoolboy in 1947 and when I finished my National Service in 1950 I joined East Grinstead as a playing
member. As I have maintained my membership of both clubs, the aggregate of my years of membership
is 125.
Sussex cricket has long been known as very much a family affair: Cox, Griffith, Langridge,
Lenham, Parks, ReIf, Tate and Wells are among the names which spring to mind. As a member of both
clubs I have always been slightly disappointed that no member of these or other such families, or indeed
any well-known Sussex cricketer, was born in East Grinstead. Looking through Sussex Cricketers
1815-1990 only twelve people who played for the county are shown as having been born in the town,
and of these six bore the surname Payne. The other six played in a total of 125 first-class matches and
include Arthur Collins, who scored a century against Gloucestershire in 1900, and John Hale, who
captained the county in 1863-64.
The six Paynes probably belonged to two different Payne families, five to one and one to the
other. Perhaps a well-informed Sussex cricket fan would object to the exclusion of the Paynes from the
category of 'well-known' Sussex players, but I doubt that, even in the members' enclosure at Hove, the
name would provoke a widespread and knowledgeable response.
Payne was a well-known name in East Grinstead, certainly as far back as the 16th century when
one family, subsequently described as 'minor gently', lived in the High Street, and there are memorials
to some later Paynes in St Swithun's parish church. I am only concerned, however, with the two Payne
families of which the Sussex Six were members and, except to a very limited extent, with the Sussex
Six themselves.
From the tree at the end of this article it will be seen that five of them are descended from Henry
and Diana Payne who married at St Swithun's in 1816. Diana, who was born at Hartfield as Diana
Spencer, survived her husband and died at the age of 85. They had several children, of whom only those
with Sussex cricketing connections are shown below. Henry lived mainly in the High Street and was a
cordwainer or shoemaker by trade. The making and repair of boots and shoes is by far the most
common, although not the only, trade in which the cricketing Paynes were involved according to the
census returns and local directories; one of the latter shows five consecutive Paynes as boot and shoe
makers.
The Sussex Six played in a total of only 135 first-class matches, but many important matches in
the middle of the 19th century would not qualify for the definition of first-class. Of the 135 nearly two
thirds (88) are accounted for by Charles, who was easily the most distinguished cricketer of the Six.
Charles lived with his parents in East Grinstead until sometime between 1861 and 71, and in the
1851 and 61 censuses he is shown as a cordwainer and bootmaker respectively. By 1871 he had moved
to High Street, Tonbridge, where he is shown in that year's census and also in that of 1881 as an
(unmarried) bootmaker. By 1891 he had married and he and his wife Mary, who was thirty two years
his junior, were running a hotel in Tonbridge, but ten years later Charles was again a cordwainer,
although apparently, as indicated below, no longer a successful one.

As to Charles's playing career, he played a lot as a boy and young man, mostly at East Grinstead.
He first played for Sussex in 1857 (the year in which East Grinstead Cricket Club was founded).
Cricket Scores and Biographies records that on 22 September 1862 eleven Paynes, all Sons of Henry
and his brother, 'beat at East Grinstead eleven of that Village'. However, by the early 1 860s Charles
had started playing for Tunbridge Wells C.C. Referring to this period, the history of that club states that
it was 'greatly strengthened by the presence in the side of two brothers, Charles and Joseph Payne'. It
may be that Charles chose to play for Tunbridge Wells as Joseph had earlier moved there from East
Grinstead.
In 1861, against Hawkhurst, the Tunbridge Wells Gazette recorded that Joseph took nine wickets
with underhand lobs and Charles scored 48 not out, enabling Tunbridge Wells to reach a target of 93
with a minute to spare. Two years later Charles scored the first recorded century for that club, 105 not
out against Hastings at Hastings. It was also against Hastings, in 1863, that he established a record
which is unlikely to be beaten. As the Gazette described it:
'The match was rendered remarkable by an extraordinary hit to leg by C. Payne for which 13 runs were
scored - 12 for the hit and one for an overthrow. It must be explained that the ball could not be called
"lost" because it got upon the rapidly inclined pathway and flew down the Common in advance of the
fielder.'
Meanwhile Charles had started his first-class career, during which he played in fifty first-class
matches for Sussex between 1857 and 70 and in twenty six for Kent between 1863 and 70. He played
for Sussex on the basis of a birth qualification and for Kent on one of residence and made good use of
his dual eligibility. Thus, for example, in 1867 01122 and 23 July he played for Sussex against Surrey at
Brighton (making the only 50 in the match) and two days later he was playing for Kent against Surrey at
the Oval.
The first issue of Wisden 's Cricketers' Almanack, known as the 'cricketer's bible', was that for
1864, and it is thus possible to follow Charles's career in major matches from 1863. It would be tedious
to go through them all, but some of his notable performances give an indication of his quality as a
cricketer. It should be remembered that in the period when be was playing wickets were much worse,
and therefore scores tended to be lower than they were in the 1 890s and the twentieth century; thus
when Charles headed the Professionals of England batting averages in 1865 his average was only 30. In
1864 when Sussex played Middlesex at Islington his scores of 28 and 17 were the top scores in each
Sussex innings, and in the following year his 53 against Kent and 71 against Surrey were both the top
scores of the match. Later in 1865, playing in aid of the County Club Fund for Twelve of Sussex
against Twenty Two Veterans and Colts, Charles scored 139.
In 1866, playing for Kent against Surrey at Gravesend, Charles batted through the innings for
135 not out, and later in the same month for 'England', also against Surrey at the Oval, he opened the
innings with E.M. Grace and scored 86 but was rather overshadowed by E.M.'s eighteen year-old
younger brother W.G. who, batting at number five, scored 224 not out. 1867 saw Charles's top firstclass score of 137 for Sussex against M.C.C. at Brighton, which, with the 135 against Surrey in 1866,
were the only two of Charles's centuries now recognised as first -class. A non first-class century of his
in 1867 was 122 in a match against odds (common in Victorian times) for United against Twenty Two
of Richmond when his first 26 runs were all singles.
For the three seasons after 1867 Charles played occasionally for Sussex or Kent, but his best
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days were over. No doubt he continued to play in minor matches, as in 1870 he was only 38, and he
also took up umpiring. In his obituary Wisden records that he umpired in first-class matches and 'gave
the greatest satisfaction'. As to the style of his cricket, Scores and Biographies describes him as 'a fine,
free, but very steady forward player, having a great reach, besides being a good hitter'. On the other
hand, in his History of Sussex C.CC, 1839-89 Alfred Taylor describes Charles as a 'fine, free but steady
player, often tedious to watch' and says that 'he possessed enormous wrist power'. He was also,
according to Scores and Biographies, 'a splendid field at short leg ... and considered the best at that
post'.
What, though, of the man apart from his cricket?
As mentioned, Charles married a much younger woman and it seems that they did not have any
children. There is no reason to question his competence as a boot and shoe maker, and on at least one
occasion his household included a nephew who was an apprentice bootmaker. Scores and Biographies
states that Charles was 5 feet 11 inches tall and weighed 11 stone and also that he was a 'good sprint
runner and contended in several races with occasional success'. He was also a fair middle-distance
runner and won cups at Canterbury Sports, running the mile in 4 minutes 45 seconds and the half-mile
in 1 minute 58 seconds. Scores and Biographies also indicates that Charles was a man whose character
was in no way inferior to the standard of his bootmaking or his talents as a sportsman, as 'in December
1868 or January 1869, he was presented at the Camden Hotel, at Tunbridge Wells, by several
gentlemen, with an elegant gold albert chain and locket, as a mark of their esteem of his skill as a
cricketer, and also of his honest and straightforward behaviour as a tradesman'.
After he retired from playing, Charles became a member of the committee for Tonbridge Cricket
Week, was involved with the Tonbridge Football Club and the Invicta Harriers, and took 'a prominent
part among the anglers'. Sadly, however, towards the end of his life he fell on hard times and in 1906,
when he was 74 and his bootmaking business had become uncompetitive, Lord Harris (Kent) and Earl
Winterton (Sussex) launched an appeal for Charles, who had not had a benefit in his playing days.
Kent, Sussex and M.C.C. contributed as well as a number of individuals, most of whom gave £2 or less.
Let us hope that a large enough sum was raised to enable Charles and his wife to live the rest of their
lives in comfort. Charles died at Tonbridge on 18 February 1909.
One of Charles's brothers, Joseph, has already been referred to in connection with Tunbridge
Wells C.C. Joseph was three years older than Charles and, like him, was described as a cordwainer,
living with his parents in both 1841 and 51. There is a glimpse of Joseph at the age of 16 in 1845 when
Thomas Cramp, the founder of the East Grinstead temperance movement, recorded in his diary that on
13 June Joseph walked to Lindfield and back, a distance of 20 miles in 3 hours 52 minutes over a very
uneven and bad road and in oppressive heat. In 1861, at about the time he joined Tunbridge Wells C.C.,
Joseph is shown in the census as a bootmaker living in Calverley Road, Tunbridge Wells, with an elder
widowed sister Jane Rayward who acted as housekeeper.
Joseph is described in Scores and Biographies as 5 feet 7 inches tall and weighing 10 stone 3
pounds. He was also stated to be 'a good left round-armed bowler [who] batted right'. Presumably (see
above) Joseph sometimes bowled 'underhand lobs' and sometimes round arm. He played in only three
first-class matches, two for Sussex in 1861 and one for Kent in 1864. One of the appearances for
Sussex was at Lord's in June 1861 against M.C.C. when, batting at number eleven, he scored 0 and 1
not out and took 4 for 29 in M.C.C.'s first innings but was not called on to bowl in the second. His sole
appearance for Kent, for whom Charles was also playing, was against Yorkshire at Middlesbrough in
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September 1864 when, again batting at number eleven, he scored 32 (the second highest score) and 0
run out and also took one wicket to a catch by Charles. In addition Joseph no doubt played a lot of
cricket for Tunbridge Wells and for other non first-class teams.
In 1871 Joseph was still living at Calverley Road, described as a boot and shoe maker. By 1871
he had been married for six years, and he and his wife, Eliza, had a five year-old daughter, Maud.
Sometime between 1871 and 75 Joseph moved to Tonbridge, where Charles lived, and became the
landlord of the Bull Inn. He died in Greenwich in 1880 at the comparatively young age of 50.
The third brother who played first-class cricket, Richard, was older than both Charles and
Joseph, having been born in 1827. In 1841 he was living with his parents and brothers in East Grinstead
but ten years later he was a boot and shoemaker living in Godstone with his wife Anne, an apprentice
and two servants.
In 1853 Richard played his first match for Sussex. His appearances were somewhat intermittent
as he played for the county in only seven matches over a period of thirteen years. His last match was
against Kent in September 1866 when he scored five of his career aggregate of 81 runs for Sussex, for
which he also took a total of three wickets.
Richard was accorded both an entry in Scores and Biographies and an obituary in Wisden,
possibly on account of being a brother of Charles 'the Crack', as Wisden called him. From these we
gather that the 5 feet 6 inches, 10 stone 7 pounds Richard bowled 'round armed or underhand' and
generally fielded at longstop. I have been unable to trace him in the 1861 census, but it seems that for
most of the 1860s he and Anne lived in Banstead, Surrey, where four of their children were born and
Richard had an engagement with the local cricket club.
Anyhow, by 1871 Richard had returned to Sussex and was landlord of the Swan Inn in Forest
Row, but by 1881 he and Anne had moved to Tonbridge where brother Charles also lived. There
Richard reverted to the primary family trade of cordwainer. In both the 1891 and 1901 censuses
Richard and Anne are shown as living in Little Mount Sion in Tunbridge Wells and he is described as a
bootmaker. He died in April 1906 aged 78.
Before leaving the three brothers, mention should be made of a number of matches in which all
three not only played in the same side but comprised the whole team. These were single-wicket
matches in which Charles, Joseph and Richard would play a two-innings match against another team of
three for £25, £50 or even £100. These were large sums, bearing in mind that £100 in 1863 is now
(2011) worth about £6,500. The Croydon Advertiser carries accounts of three such matches played in
August and September 1863. In the first the brothers played against W. Adams, J. Humphrey and T.
Lockyer. The Paynes scored only seven in their first innings and then dismissed the opposition for six
(including three wides). At the second attempt the Paynes scored 31 (15 wides) and, by virtue of the
opposition's scoring only eight in their second innings, won the match by 24 runs. Apparently Tom
Lockyer did not like being beaten and arranged another contest with the brothers, but strangely with
only one other player, Tom Sewell. The Paynes again triumphed, dismissing Lockyer and Sewell for 41
and 4 and themselves scoring 36 and 10 for the loss of only Charles.
In the third match the Paynes played against the Humphreys, who like the Paynes were a wellknown cricketing brotherhood. This time they came unstuck. The Paynes with a first innings score of
22 trailed the Humphreys by 15,and in reply to the Humphreys' second innings score of 43 the Paynes
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could muster only 5, thus losing by 53 runs. Reminiscing in 1895 Charles said 'as far as I remember the
three Humphreys were the only ones who beat us' at single-wicket. He also recalled that the three of
them with two other brothers played the five Turners of Ardingly and beat them easily.
Apart from Charles, Joseph and Richard, the other two descendants of Henry and Diana Payne
who played for Sussex were their grandchildren William and Alfred. They were nephews of the other
three and Sons of their elder brother William (senior) and his wife Frances, both of whom were born in
about 1820. Father William, who may well have been one of the five who played against the Turners,
was a carrier who in 1851 lived in East Grinstead High Street with Frances and their eldest children.
William (junior) was born in 1854 and Alfred in 1858, but Frances died in 1860. In the following year
William, a railway carrier, was still living in the High Street with his children. He remarried and in
1891 was living in West Street with his second wife Harriett.
In July 1892 the East Grinstead Observer contains a reference to a match to be played between
the Town Club and Imberhorne Visitors for that 'well known old cricketer William Payne, senior'.
William was described as an 'effectual fast underhand bowler' who on one occasion knocked out a
batsman's teeth on a bumpy wicket and on another occasion, when batting, hit a ball which killed a
swallow in flight. The Observer also mentioned that he had stood as an umpire in both East Grinstead
and county matches. Unfortunately I have been unable to locate an account of the match itself, in which
the Observer stated that, in addition to several members of the Payne family, W.L. Murdoch was due to
play. Murdoch was one of the very few who played Test cricket for two countries, having played for
Australia in eighteen Tests against England and for England in one Test against South Africa. He also
captained Sussex from 1893 to 99. William lived to a good age, as in the 1901 census he is shown, aged
84, with an unmarried daughter acting as his housekeeper, living at 22 West Street where he was
conveniently close to the Sussex Arms at number 30 where his son William was the landlord.
William junior and his brother Alfred both played for Sussex. Curiously, they both played in
eighteen first-class matches, of which seventeen were for the county, but neither had a distinguished
record in first-class cricket. William scored a total of 189 runs at an average of 7.26 and took 25
wickets, while Alfred scored 275 at an average of 9.16 and did not take any wickets. These figures,
however, give an incomplete picture of the brothers' performance for the county as not all current firstclass counties were then so ranked. Thus, for example, Alfred scored a half-century against Somerset in
1880.
In addition to their appearances for Sussex both brothers played a lot of cricket at Sheffield Park,
the seat of the third Earl of Sheffield. The history of cricket there is recounted in Roger Packham's
fascinating book Cricket in the Park, from which some information in this article is taken. Suffice it to
say by way of background that Lord Sheffield was an enthusiastic patron of cricket and for almost forty
years from 1877 a lot of high-quality cricket was played at the Park. This included a number of firstclass matches featuring the leading cricketers of the day, including W.G. Grace and W.L. Murdoch.
Neither William nor Alfred played in any of the first-class matches at the Park but they appeared there
in a lot of other matches both for and against Lord Sheffield's XI / Sheffield Park.
Cricket in the Park contains a list, which does not claim to be comprehensive, of the hundreds
scored at the Park between 1877 and 1907. These include six scored by William and ten by Alfred,
including 285 against Barcombe in 1891. Apparently neither brother scored a century at the Park either
for or against East Grinstead in spite of the East Grinstead Town Band's being 'regularly in attendance'.
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On 17 January in the year in which he made his 285 Alfred took part in a match on ice on Upper
Woman's Pond in the Park. This match was recalled later by E.V. Lucas, who wrote 'A. Payne then
joined Chariwood and they collared the bowling entirely and gave their opponents plenty of healthy
exercise'. Other matches in which the brothers played were the opening matches at Saffrons Field,
Eastbourne, in 1886, when William was equal top scorer with 58, and at Preston Park against Brighton
Brunswick in 1887.
Apart from Sussex and Sheffield Park, East Grinstead featured prominently in the brothers'
cricket careers, but the information I have been able to uncover is rather sparse and patchy. In a letter
probably written in the early 1 890s William records that he started playing for East Grinstead in 1868
(aged 13 or 14) 'and have done so up to now', that in 1887 he took all ten wickets for East Grinstead
against Crawley Down, and that in 1889 at the Bellagio (now Dormans Park) cricket ground he took six
wickets with six successive balls. On 25 May 1890 when the first match was played on East Grinstead
Cricket Club's new ground in West Street (now a housing estate) William captained The Next Twenty
against the town's side and scored 23 of his side's total of 152. The East Grinstead Observer reported
that the Town Band played and that over one thousand spectators attended the match. During his career
William was also engaged at various times by a number of schools, including Tonbridge.
Alfred also had a long association with East Grinstead C.C. and in 1874 (aged 16) he and
William were both playing for the club against the Fifth Sussex Volunteers [the local corps] at Chequer
Mead, where East Grinstead played before moving to Lingfield Road and then, in 1890, to West Street.
As well as playing for East Grinstead, Alfred was for a time the Club's professional. Perhaps
surprisingly Alfred merits an entry in Scores and Biographies although William does not. Here it is
recorded that the 5 feet 6 inches 10 stone Alfred was 'a sound patient batsman with a good defence' and
that on one occasion at Hove he took over at short notice as wicket keeper and 'performed well'. Alfred
is also stated at various times to have been engaged by the Honey, Sheffield Park, Bellagio and East
Grinstead clubs.
Apart from the brothers' cricket, we can follow their lives in outline. In 1861 William and
Alfred were two of their father's six children living with him in East Grinstead High Street. William
senior had been widowed the year before and his occupation was given as railway carrier. Although
their identification in the next census cannot be regarded as certain, I am virtually sure that in 1871 the
brothers were living next door to each other in Croydon where William was a draper's assistant and
Alfred a grocer's assistant. By 1881 William was back in East Grinstead and was a bootmaker living in
the High Street with his wife, Emily, and a three-year old daughter. Alfred too was a bootmaker living
with his father and stepmother in West Street.
By 1891 William had taken over the proprietorship of the Sussex Arms at 30 West Street where
he, Emily and their six children all lived. Alfred, whose occupation is given as professional cricketer,
was nearby at 22 West Street, still living with his father and stepmother. Interestingly, Pepper's 1885
guidebook contains an advertisement (reproduced opposite) for William Payne's Cricketing Outfitting
Stores and in Pike's directory for 1886 William is shown in West Street as cricketer's outfitter at the
Sussex Arms. In 1901 William (beer-retailer on own account) and Emily were still at the Sussex Arms
with their six children and Alfred was at 119 West Street with his wife Ellen, whom he had married in
1892, and their seven-year old son. Alfred continued to appear in local directories for at least another
twenty five years as boot/shoe maker/repairer living at 119 West Street.
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William, like his uncle Joseph, died in his fifties and his funeral was fully reported in the East
Grinstead Observer of 3 July 1909. He was referred to as the one-time shoemaker and well-known
cricketer who had been 'the popular and highly respected landlord of the Sussex Arms' for twenty five
years. Emily survived her husband, who at the time of his death was chairman of the impressive
sounding East Grinstead Licensed Victuallers and Beer Retailers Association. Alfred outlived his
brother by thirty four years and did not die until 23 July 1943, exactly two weeks after German bombs
fell on the Whitehall cinema killinglO8 people. The Observer reported that Alfred's house at number
119 overlooked the West Street ground where he had been groundsman for fifteen years. Elsewhere in
the paper 'Warden' wrote in his column that Alfred's 'friends will always remember him for the straight
game he played in life'. Not a bad epitaph, and one which there seems no reason to suppose would not
also apply to Alfred's brother, father and three uncles referred to above, all descendants of Henry and
Diana Payne.
We must now turn to the last of the Sussex Six, George Spencer Payne, who, in spite of his
second name, was apparently not related to the other five and of whom it can safely be said that his
cricket career was brief and inglorious. He played in only one first-class match, and reading the account
of it in Wisden it would not have been surprising had the game not been accorded first-class status. The
match was Kent against Sussex at Tunbridge Wells on 12-14 July 1869, which Kent won easily and in
which the 19-year old George (shown as S. Payne) scored nought (run out) and four and took no wickets
in four overs for seven runs. Wisden says that neither of the county clubs 'had anything to do with this
match' and that it was played on Tunbridge Wells Common, which 'had to be canvassed in'. Perhaps
this was to prevent anyone scoring a 13 as Charles Payne, who was also in the Sussex side, had done six
years earlier on the same ground. I have not been able to discover anything else about George's cricket
career either in East Grinstead or elsewhere, but identification is difficult with such a profusion of
Paynes.
George was born in East Grinstead in 1850 but, unlike the other five, his father was not born in
East Grinstead but in Southwark, although he was also a shoemaker. In 1851, 61 and 71 George was
living with his parents and their increasingly large family in East Grinstead but by 1881 he was a
married man and head of his own household. He, his wife Anne, their three children, a nephew and one
servant were living in London Road and he was a poulterer by trade. By 1891 he had been widowed and
was described as an agent living with one of his sons at 56 High Street, next to the Dorset Arms. He
died in East Grinstead aged only 42 in 1892.
It seems to be just a coincidence that George bore the name Spencer as well as its being the
maiden name of the matriarch of the other five cricketing Paynes. A lot of research might uncover a
link but, even if it did not, a link might still exist. Such an investigation is beyond both the scope of this
article and the inclination of its author. However, I will end with another coincidence. From 1940 to 43
I was a boarder at Fonthill Preparatory School, alas now with Fonthill Lodge of fond memory only. One
of the matrons was a Mrs Spencer-Payne. Conceivable but, I believe, very unlikely that her husband's
family had a connection with either of the cricketing Payne families.
RIGHT: William Payne's advertisement
in Pepper's 1 885 guidebook East
Grinstead and its Environs
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THE ORICKETING OUTFITTING STORES,
WEST STREET, EAST GRINSTEAD.
CO58ETT'S, DUKE'S & BARTLETT'S SUPERIOR WELL-SEASONED BATS.
Thke's, Xingswood's and Avery's Bails.

Bats Repaired and Re-handled.

!tcirBp!t, Jtnrh±ng (!troutz, Qtlub mes. tric1it zotz to ®rcr.
ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
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RIGHT: Charles Payne in the 1 860s

Tree showing Alfred, Charles, Joseph, Richard and William Payne

C

B

[

A

Henry Payne Diana Spencer
b. 1794
b.1789/90
d. post 1860
d. 1875
William
b.c. 1820
d. post 1900

-

Richard
b. 9.6.1827
d. 11.4.1906

T Anne

Frances,
b.c. 1820 d. 1860

,J, b.c. 1829
William
b. 6.8.1854
d. 25.6. 1909

T Emily

1 b.c. 1855

-

Joseph Spencer
b. 29.4.1829
d. 12.4.1880

Charles

Eliza
b.c. 1840

Mary
b.c. 1862

b. 12.5.1832

d. 18.2.1909

Alfred
b. 28.4.1858
d. 23.7.1943
Ellen
I.b.c. 1860

Notes
1. Henry Payne (C) was almost certainly a son of William and Hannah Payne and baptised at East Grinstead on 15th June 1794. He married
Dana Spencer (C) at East Grinstead on 15th October 1816.
2. William (B) remarried sometime between 1861 and 1881. His second wife was called Harriett and she also predeceased him.
3. William (B) and William (A) both had several other brothers and sisters.
4. The plate on the coffin of William (A) d.25.6. 1909 bore the names William John
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Tree showing George Spencer Payne

George
b.c. 1818

B

Eliza Weaire
b.c. 1822

George Spencer T Anne
b. 25.3.1850 I b.c. 1849
d. 17.7.1892
d. 1881-1891

A

Notes.
14th December 1846.
1. George Pay ne married Elizabeth Weaire at East Grinstead on
2. George Spencer Payne has at least two brothers and five sisters. He and Anne had at least three sons.

SIR WILLIAM THOMAS CHARLEY, K.C., D.C.L.

Angela Cole

Perhaps the most spectacular monument in the now closed Queens Road cemetery is a red
granite cross of celtic design, well over 6 feet tall, placed in its own railed and gated enclosure. The
railings are sadly corroded now, the area they surround has small trees growing in it. The monument is
well preserved, its inscription easily readable.
SACRED
TO THE MEMORY OF
SIR WILLIAM T CHARLEY, K.C., D.C.L.
FOR 12 YEARS M.P. FOR SALFORD
FOR 15 YEARS COMMON SERJEANT OF LONDON
COLONEL OF TH[RD BATT. ROYAL FUSILIERS
BORN AT WOODBOUIRNE DUNMURRAY CO. ANTRJM
3 MARCH 1833
CALLED TO HIS ETERNAL HOME 8TH JULY 1904

There is no entry in the 1851 census for Thomas Charley, but in 1861 he is a 28-year old lodger
at 1 Belgrave Place, St Clement Danes, Westminster, a student at the Inner Temple. He matriculated
from St John's College, Oxford, in 1856. By 1871, his census entry records, he is a Barrister in
Practice, M.P. for Salford, unmarried and living at 5 Crown Office Row, Inner Temple. He had been
called to the Bar in 1865 and become M.P. for Salford in 1868, losing his seat in 1880. He became
Common Serjeant [the second most senior permanent judge of the Central Criminal Court] in 1878,
was knighted in 1880 and became a Q.C. the same year. In the 1881 census his entry reads: Sir
William T. Charley, born Ireland, solicitor, Common Serjeant of the City, lodger at 8 Redesdale Street,
Chelsea. Also at that address are Walter Charley, 21, and Constance Charley, 18, both born in Ireland.
He married Clara Harbord in 1890. She was born in Oxton in 1858, and inthe 1881 census is a
nurse in Leeds General Infirmary. By the time the 1891 census was taken Sir William was living at
Queen Anne's Mansions, Westminster. Also in the household is his 4-months old daughter Clara, a
nurse and two of his sisters-in-law, Amelia Harbord and Septima Roeder. At that time Lady Charley is
a patient at a nursing home in Brighton. The family is still registered at Queen Anne's Mansions in the
1901 census. Sir William and Lady Charley now have two daughters, Clara, aged 10, born in
Westminster, and Estelle, 6, born in Sevenoaks.
During the late 1890s Sir William bought a large house in Lingfield Road, East Grinstead,
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naming it Woodbourne.' It is now known as Chetnole. Following Sir William's death following a
cycling trip in East Grinstead, Lady Chancy remained there until 1911.2 His Wikipedia entry states
that he was born in Woodboume, county Antrim, and he certainly gave his house that name. I can find
no entry in the gazetteer for Woodboume. Dunmurray, however, (named on his memorial) is near
Belfast.
Sir William was a prolific author, religion, law and the constitution being his chief subjects.
Titles included An historical vindication of the House of Lords (1 895) and A handy book of the law of
taxis and omnibuses4. An unattributed obituary states: 'His life was spent working fOr the protection
of little children and the young. In helping to safeguard the constitution of the country. Endeavouring
to protect the Bible from misconstruction and mutilation, and numberless good works.
' 4

Information was taken from Wilcipedia, 7 Nov. 2008, except: 'E.G.Society Bulletin 67, p.14 2 Dixon's directories
S. Kerr, personal communication ' A. Levy, 'Queens Road cemetery, 1974: select alphabetical index' (ts, E.G. Library)

PARCELS BY BUS - THE SOUTHDOWN WAY

David Gould

In Bulletin 100, p.20 brief reference was made to the parcels service operated by Southdown
Motor Services Ltd in the 1960s. Full details of the system employed have now come to light in a copy
of Southdown's bus timetable book dated 2 June 1968.
Rates were charged according to length of journey and weight of the parcel (in contrast, London
Transport charged only by weight). This weight was not to exceed 28 pounds and each parcel had to
be small enough to be carried on the platform of the bus without obstructing passengers, the conductor
or the driver if a single-deck vehicle.
Parcels could be accepted at Southdown offices - such as the one at the south end of Cantelupe
Road - or by parcel agents or conductors for conveyance to any other Southdown offices or parcel
agents or to any intermediate point on the route provided it was met by the consignee or his agent.
From the customer's point of view it was a risky business since the company did not guarantee
to carry any parcel on a particular journey or at stated times; nor was it liable for any loss, damage or
delay. The customer could put in a claim, in writing, to Southdown's head office or local inquiry
office, and if the company did admit liability for loss or damage it would pay compensation up to £4.
Rates in 1968 were as follows:
PARCEL WEIGHTS
FARE UP TO is.
2s.

41b
9d
ls.Od

71b

141b

211b

281b

ls.Od
ls.3d

ls.3d
ls.6d

ls.6d.
ls.9d

ls.9d.
2s.0d.

and continuing by 3d increases for every 2s fare-stage up to the maximum
8s.

2s.Od

2s.3d

2s.6d

2s.9d

3s.Od

Local parcel agents for Southdown in 1968 were
Ashdown Garage Ltd, Cheiwood Gate K.F. Beyley, Wayside Stores, Chelwood Common
G.R. Marles, Whitewoods Stores, Nutley Martin's Garage, Forest Row R.V.J. Turner, The Stores, Danehill
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Of these, only Beyley had given up the agency by 1974.
After Southdown closed its East Grinstead office in October 1968 the company had great
difficulty in finding a suitable parcels agent. The only business willing to taken on the agency was
Roberts Toy Shop, London Road*. So, rather than abandon its parcels service to and from East
Grinstead, Southdown duly appointed Roberts as a parcels agent.
However, at least one customer had some misfortune in using this agent when, in January 1969,
a suitcase he had consigned from East Grinstead failed to be delivered, and in September the same year
a suitcase dispatched on the 6th did not arrive at Brighton until the 8th. Southdown promised to
investigate and have words with Roberts Toy Shop but pointed out that one difficulty was the
reluctance of drivers of one-man buses to leave their vehicles to collect and deliver parcels.
The timetable book dated 14 July 1974 shows that the rates for parcels were by then based
solely on weight, not distance. Up to 51b cost 10 pence, up to 151b 15 pence and up to 281b was 20
pence. There was also an inter-company surcharge of 5 pence. By January 1977 the parcels service
was still being advertised in Southdown's timetable book but no agents were listed. Presumably the
service ceased shortly afterwards, possibly by 1980.
AND NOT FORGETTING MAIDSTONE AND DISTRICT

Editor

Maidstone & District Motor Services' parcels service is mentioned in the 1971 edition of the
official guide to East Grinstead (but not in earlier or later issues); 'parcels can be handed in at the
Southdown offices'.
* From memory, now the Post Office or one of its neighbours - Ed.
MILLS ON EAST GRINSTEAD COMMON (Bulletin 102, pp.9-13)

Editor

Mr Michael Yates of Reigate points out an earlier instance of the name 'North End Mill' than
2005 [p.12]: it was used in 1937 by H.E.S. Simmons in his listing of Sussex windmills shown on old
maps in Sussex County Magazine, vol.12, p.803. None of the maps cited, however, gives it that name
(or any other), so my conclusion must stand: that North End, marked nearby on modem Ordnance
Survey maps, seemed serviceable. On the first edition 25" O.S. of 1873 only one building is shown in
the stretch of London Road later known as North End, a name I have not found earlier than the 1881
census, when it was the address of 22 properties. The earliest date-stone on a building there is 1878.
Col. G.F. Edwards has kindly supplied the 1891 census entry for Abraham Betchley [p.11]. He
was the miller at Groombridge watermill. With him were his wife Hannah (both 61), their sons
Richard A. (28) and Charles (27), both millers, daughter Susannah (22), mother's help and domestic
servant, and son Sidney (17), page and domestic servant. All the children were born in East Grinstead.
The last two, though living at home, no doubt went out elsewhere to work. Col. Edwards adds that
Hannah was baptised at Hartfield 01129 September 1829.
THE GOLDEN BOOT which hung outside Russell & Bromley's in London Road until its closure

earlier this year has been taken into the company's museum at its headquarters. It was not the original
but a fibre-glass replica (see our Newsletter 84, p.7). As we go to press (mid-May) there has been no
word about it in the local newspaper or, seemingly, elsewhere - public indifference to the street-scene?

ii
RECENT PUBLICATIONS reviewed by the Editor
Richard Coates, THE TRADITONAL DIALECT OF SUSSEX (2010) is a welcome 'historical guide,
description, selected texts, bibliography and discography' by an occasional contributor to our pages and
constant supporter of my efforts in his field, more widely known as the Professor of Linguistics at the
University of the West of England. As a comprehensive summary of research and publication to date, it
is comparable to his ,4 classified bibliography on Sussex place-names, 1586-1987 (1987), but with much
fuller discussion, making it an unrivalled and indispensable work of reference and (I hope) the
springboard for further studies of the subject-matter by others. Until it appeared, I had not realised just
how little serious, respectable, and indeed respectful, treatment the subject had received (as opposed to
facile county-wide generalisations), nor how localised, so that East Grinstead stands out, unexpectedly,
as one of the beacons in the wilderness. A comparable revision of the place-name work will now be
longed for by students of that subject, but they will hesitate to call for it in view of the great labour
involved and the professor's many other projects and duties. (Pomegranate Press, £14.50)
THE REGISTER OF JOHN DE STRATFORD, BISHOP OF WINCHESTER, 1323-1333, edited
by R.M. Haines (Surrey Record Society, vols 42 (2010) & 43 (2011)) might seem to be relevant only to
historians of Surrey and Hampshire, but is Interesting that some ordinations are recorded of candidates
from East Grinstead (and Hartfield) on behalf of the bishop of Chichester, presumably because it was
easier for them to get to Southwark than to their own cathedral. Some entries concern career moves of
rectors of East Grinstead.
EAST GRINSTEAD MUSEUM COMPASS 34 (Spring 2011) includes addenda on Ewen Evershed,
local trade-tokens, Rice Brothers, and published discussion of items in the Museum. There is also an
account and assessment of the local activities of Muriel, Countess De La Warr. No. 35 (Summer 2011)
includes discussion of mid-19th century photographs of people at Sackville College and addenda on
early local photographers and postcard-publishers, addenda and corrigenda on Rice Bros, and an
extended review of Prof. Coates's Traditional dialect with associated addenda on that and other aspects
of local lore, including words and tunes of Lingfleld carols. (El at Museum)
THE SUSSEX MILLS GROUP's NEWSLETTER 150 (April 2011) pays gratifying attention to the
mill-related matter in our Bulletin 102. It also prints some observations on photographs of the mill on
our Common and earlier discussion of them, which would be easier to follow if it had been possible for
them to be reproduced. The treatment of images of the mill in Bulletin 102 might help unravel the
confusiOn which the writer admits to feeling.
ASHDOWN FOREST NEWS 60 (Spring 2011) celebrates the golden jubilee of the Friends of
Ashdown Forest, its publishers, not only in the text but also in modernised presentation, including
colour photographs.
is a colourful and well illustrated pamphlet (A2
THE GREAT EAST GRINSTEAD TIME MA CHINE
folded to A5) inviting us with infectious enthusiasm to 'discover hidden history in and around East
Grinstead'. It seems to have been hurriedly produced, however; there is some careless proof-reading and
muddle. The map shows some settlements apparently unserved by any roads. There is nothing,
however, that cannot be put right when a re-issue is called for. The existing leaflet DISCOVER EAST
GRINSTEAD has been revised for 2011. (Both free of charge from Tourist Information and Museum)
How to subscribe to the Bulletin or obtain back-numbers: see p.2

